Based on the rigidly rotating progenitor models found to be able to grow up to the canonical Chandrasekhar mass limit and beyond, and undergo a thermonuclear explosion, we compute the explosions, detailed nucleosynthesis, and corresponding light curves by means of a one-dimensional hydrodynamic code. Our results show that the inclusion of rotation in the evolution of the progenitors determines, in a natural way, a variation in the explosive physical conditions, mainly different explosive ignition densities (2:08 ; 10 9 to 3:34 ; 10 9 g cm À3 ), total masses (1.39-1.48 M ), and binding energies (À5:3 ; 10 50 to À6:6 ; 10 50 ergs). Such a spread is related to the rotational velocity at the explosive carbon ignition stage and to the efficiency of angular momentum loss during the last part of the progenitor evolution. We explore the final outcome in the framework of the delayed detonation explosion models by fixing the value of the transition density and by considering two different braking efficiencies. Within the explored parameter space, the bolometric light curves at maximum show differences of $0.1 mag due to the different amount of 56 Ni synthesized during the explosion. Although rigid rotation cannot be considered responsible for the diversities in the observational properties of SNe Ia, it could explain the dispersion in the magnitude at maximum of standardized events. We also find that those models with high ignition densities produce a central remnant in which most of the neutron-rich species synthesized during the explosion are trapped.
INTRODUCTION
The observations of high-redshift Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) have changed our picture of the universe to a nearly flat universe that is expanding at an accelerated rate (Schmidt et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999 ). This result implies that a negative pressure is at work, compensating the gravitational force and dominating the dynamical evolution of the universe. On the other hand, observations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation (Spergel et al. 2003 and references therein) are compatible with a flat geometry, while the observations of galaxy clusters require a density of matter, m , of $0.3 (Peacock et al. 2001 ). All of these independent methods are consistent with a universe composed by approximately 30% matter and 70% dark energy, or the cosmological constant. Moreover, an accelerated universe is older, and the longstanding problem related to the age of the oldest globular clusters may be solved. This scenario is currently referred to as the standard model of cosmology and, if it is correct, it implies that the nature of 95% of the universe is still unknown. Alternative models (without the cosmological constant contribution) have been proposed (Blanchard et al. 2003 ), but they all necessarily imply that our interpretation of the observations of high-redshift SNe Ia is not correct.
Type Ia SNe show differences at the maximum of the light curve up to 2 mag in the V band and up to 3 mag in the B band. Such differences are correlated with the light-curve shape: brighter SNe have slower declining light curves as compared to dimmer events. This observed correlation (Phillips et al. 1987 (Phillips et al. , 1999 Riess et al. 1996) allows one to obtain the absolute magnitude at maximum by observing only the light-curve shape. However, it is worth noting that this calibration is based on a local sample of SNe Ia and, when applied to the high-redshift events, it is implicitly assumed that supernovae in the past were equal to the present ones.
According to the observational evidence, the characteristics of SNe Ia depend on the properties of their host galaxy: (1) brighter supernovae (slower light curves) do not occur in ellipticals (Branch et al. 1996; Ivanov et al. 2000; Hamuy et al. 2000 and references therein, (2) SNe located far from the center of the host galaxy show less scatter in the maximum brightness ( Wang et al.1997) , and (3) the number of SNe Ia, per unit mass, is 3 times higher in spirals, compared to ellipticals (Cappellaro et al. 1997 ).
The last consideration indicates that the progenitors are related to the age of the population from which they come; for instance, in elliptical galaxies star formation ended several gigayears ago, and hence we do not expect short-life progenitors. Note that a dependence on the age of the population may imply the existence of evolutionary effects, which is the main problem for a standard, or local calibrated, candle. It is important to remark that the empirical calibration includes all types of galaxies, and hence the differences related to stellar populations in the nearby universe are already included in the brightness-decline relation.
Although the success of SNe Ia in cosmology is impressive, we have learned that no observable is a good standard candle if it is not fully understood. Two shadows glide over Type Ia SNe themselves and on their use as distance indicators: the identification of the progenitor and the explosion mechanism. We focus on the first one, although explosions and progenitors are expected to be tightly related.
Type Ia SNe are considered to be the thermonuclear explosion of a carbon-oxygen (CO) white dwarf ( WD) with a mass close to the Chandrasekhar limit M Ch $ 1:4 M (Hoyle & Fowler 1960) . By adopting such a structure as the initial model and parameterizing the velocity of the burning front, it is possible to explain most of the observed properties (light curves and spectral evolution). However, standard stellar evolution provides CO WDs with masses up to $1.1 M (Becker & Iben 1980) . In principle, mass accretion onto the WD from a companion in a binary system could lead to the formation of a Chandrasekhar-mass CO WD. According to the extant numerical models, accretion of H-rich matter from a nondegenerate companion cannot produce the efficient increase of the CO core up to M Ch due to the occurrence of various instabilities (e.g., common envelope formation, detonation of helium in the buffer piled-up by the H-burning shell, nova-like events; see Piersanti et al. 2000) . On the other hand, direct accretion of CO-rich matter can occur only in double degenerate systems when, due to gravitational wave emission, the two stars shrink and the less massive component completely disrupts, forming a thick disk around the more massive one. In this case the mass transfer occurs at a very high rate ($10 À5 M yr À1 or higher; see Guerrero et al. 2004 ) so that carbon burning is ignited in the external accreted layers well before the WD could attain the Chandrasekhar limit, and the final outcome is an O-NeMg WD, not a SN Ia event (Nomoto & Iben 1985; Saio & Nomoto 1985 , 1998 . This scenario changes if the effects of rotation are accounted for in the evolution of the accreting WD (Piersanti et al. 2003a (Piersanti et al. , 2003b . In particular, by assuming the instantaneous redistribution of angular momentum in the accreting star (rigid rotation), it has been shown that for these systems, rotation acts as a finetuning mechanism of the accretion process. In this case the offcenter ignition of carbon burning is prevented, and the WD can increase in mass up to and over the canonical Chandrasekhar mass so that the physical conditions suitable for explosive central carbon ignition are attained and events of SN Ia proportion are produced.
Recently, other groups have also included rotation in their numerical simulations of accreting CO WDs (Saio & Nomoto 2004; Uenishi et al. 2003; Yoon & Langer 2004 . The main differences among the various authors are related to (1) assuming instantaneous redistribution of angular momentum or adopting some prescriptions to transport angular momentum, (2) working in one dimension or in two dimensions, and (3) including or not including nuclear reactions. Although the assumptions are different, the results agree up to the point that they can be compared. For example, those works that consider instantaneous redistribution of angular momentum through the accreting WD obtain the same final masses.
In this study we have taken as initial structures those provided by Piersanti et al. (2003b) . Such models have been obtained by considering rigid body rotation, i.e., by assuming that the efficiency of angular momentum redistribution is maximum, and they are evolved up to runaway conditions. Hence, the explosive stage, the produced nucleosynthesis, and the resulting light curves have been computed in order to investigate the effects of rotation in the observational properties of SNe Ia.
INITIAL MODELS
Initial models are rigidly rotating CO WDs that directly accrete CO-rich matter. In principle, the accretion process naturally comes to a halt when the rotating WD reaches the corresponding Chandrasekhar critical mass $1.5 M , or it could end previously due to, for example, the exhaustion of matter available to be accreted from the disk. For this reason we have selected models with final mass in the range 1.39-1.48 M (see Table 1 ). The lower value corresponds to the standard Chandrasekhar mass for nonrotating WDs, and it represents the minimum mass to obtain an explosive event, while the upper limit corresponds to M Ch for rigidly rotating degenerate stars. According to Piersanti et al. (2003b) , we have assumed that during the last part of the evolution, after the end of the accretion phase and well before explosive C burning is fully ignited, the WD loses angular momentum and rotational energy due to emission of gravitational radiation as well as to the interaction of the star with the thick disk. Such a process can be described by means of the characteristic timescale bra on which it acts as a brake on the structure: the higher the rate of angular momentum loss, the lower the corresponding timescale.
In order to explore the effect of the assumed braking efficiency on the final outcome, we have considered two values for bra , namely, 10 4 and 10 5 yr. These values are in the upper range of braking efficiencies estimated by Ma (2002) . Greater characteristic timescales (from 10 6 to 10 8 yr) were also explored by Piersanti et al. (2003b) . Note that for high values of bra the ignition density at the runaway is so high that an accretion-induced collapse would take place. However, since our code does not include the proper equation of state, we are not able to compute these models.
The hydrostatic phase has been computed with the FRANEC code (see Piersanti et al. 2003b and references therein). The computation was stopped when the physical conditions suitable for explosive carbon ignition were attained. We recall that, at first, when the temperature and density of a shell are those corresponding to C ignition, meaning that the rate of nuclear energy production is greater than the neutrino energy losses, a runaway is not produced. In fact, a convective zone develops and it extends in mass toward the surface, in an attempt to redistribute the energy delivered by nuclear reactions. The details of the following evolution depend critically on the ratio of the nuclear timescale and that of heat transfer. This phase is simulated by means of the hydrostatic code, and we assume that the explosive C ignition occurs when the temperature reaches, within a mass shell, 5 ; 10 8 K, the nuclear energy production at this temperature occurring on a very short timescale compared to that of the convective transport ( Bravo et al. 1996) . In all cases, the structures are stable, supported by the lifting effect of rotation.
In all the models, except the two with M ¼ 1:48 M , we obtain a central explosion; in the more massive ones it occurs very close to the center, at a mass coordinate of 5 ; 10 À5 and 6:3 ; 10 À3 M , for the higher ( bra ¼ 10 4 yr) and lower ( bra ¼ 10 5 yr) braking efficiencies, respectively.
In Table 1 we show selected properties of all the models at the beginning of the explosive phase. Starting from the left, we report total mass (col. Except for the more massive models (1.48 M ), the ignition densities (Table 1, col. [2] ) are greater for the lower braking efficiency. This is due to the fact that, for a fixed total mass, if the braking efficiency is decreasing, the compressional heating of the WD determined by the loss of angular momentum occurs on a longer timescale; hence, a part of the thermal energy delivered by compression is lost via neutrino emission so that the structure has to contract at a higher level in order to attain the ignition temperature. Note that the ignition density in the STD case is greater ($29%) than the corresponding (equal mass) rotating WD with the high braking efficiency ( bra ¼ 10 4 yr). The binding energy increases with mass, ranging from À0.53 foe to À0.66 foe, slightly greater for the denser models with slower braking efficiency. A greater binding energy implies that a greater part of the nuclear energy delivered in the explosion should be employed to unbind the WD. We remark that the most relevant properties for the following evolution (explosive stage) are the ignition density, the total mass, and the binding energy. All of them do depend on the previous evolution, mainly on the rotational velocity and on the braking efficiency during the last part of the progenitor evolution.
EXPLOSIONS
Once explosive carbon burning has been fully ignited, the burning front does not propagate for compression of subsequent shells by pressure waves (detonation). If so, the entire WD would be transformed to Fe-peak elements, and no intermediate-mass elements would be produced (Arnett 1969) . This is in contrast with the observational data of SNe Ia that show that, a month after the explosion, the spectra are still dominated by intermediatemass elements. On the other hand, if subsequent zones were heated only via thermal conduction, the velocity of the flame would be too low and the pressure wave would expand the WD to very low densities, thus quenching the flame. However, turbulent mixing is expected to occur, fed by long-range hydrodynamic instabilities such as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, so that the flame surface is greatly increased. In this case the flame velocity is determined by the growth rate of these instabilities, remaining subsonic but soon reaching values higher than those corresponding to the conductive flame velocity (deflagration). The flame moves outward through lower and lower density zones and would quench well before it could attain the surface. As a matter of fact, up to now in both one-dimensional and threedimensional models, a large amount of carbon remains unburned, a circumstance in contrast with the observed spectra that requires that the whole WD has to be burned at some level. Thus, such an occurrence seems to suggest that, at a certain point, the flame velocity has to increase.
The delayed detonation model proposed by Khokhlov (1991 Khokhlov ( , 1995 fulfills this requirement. In fact, in such a model, when the burning front attains a certain density, referred to as transition density ( tr ), the deflagration velocity is suddenly accelerated up to the sound velocity so that a detonation occurs (deflagration-todetonation transition). The higher the tr , the sooner the transition takes place, and hence the subsequent burning occurs at higher density, since the WD has less time to expand. Consequently, more 56 Ni is produced, and more luminous events are produced.
In this work we have adopted the delayed detonation explosion mechanism because this model, applied to WDs with masses close to the nonrotating M Ch , explains satisfactorily most of the observed properties: evolution of the light curves and spectra in the optical and in the IR and, also, the observed correlations, including the crucial maximum decline relation (Fisher et al. 1995; Höflich 1995; Höflich & Khokhlov 1996; Wheeler et al. 1998; Lentz et al. 2000; Höflich et al. 2002 Höflich et al. , 2003 . We have adopted the same modelization of the delayed detonation scenario as in most published works (e.g., papers cited above), and the numerical code we use is the same as in Badenes et al. (2003) . In the delayed detonation scheme, two parameters have to be specified: the behavior of the initial deflagrative phase, and the transition to a detonation.
In one-dimensional models the turbulent mixing, which is an intrinsic three-dimensional phenomenon, is modeled by means of a parameterization. The simple way is to assume initially a flame velocity equal to a few percent of the sound velocity. In the present computations we have assumed a turbulent deflagration velocity equal to 3% of the local sound velocity. More realistic prescriptions for the deflagration velocity could be adopted, but as shown by Domínguez & Höflich (2000) , the final outcome is not very sensitive, within reasonable values, to the initial velocity; for example, the change of the flame velocity by a factor of 2 produces variations in the final chemical abundances less than $7%.
The physics of the transition to a detonation in unconfined environments, as in current Type Ia SN models, is not well understood (Khokhlov et al. 1997) . However, it is expected that it depends on the properties of the exploding objects and hence on the evolution of the progenitor up to the runaway ignition. In this situation, we decided to fix the transition density to tr ¼ 10 7 g cm À3 ( being the density just ahead of the flame, i.e., that of the incinerated matter). This value allows one to reproduce the observational properties of normal SNe Ia when Chandrasekharmass nonrotating WDs are used as initial structures. Moreover, such a value has been adopted in the computation of all the models presented in the current work, so by reducing the number of varying parameters, we can disentangle the effect of rotation on the observational properties of SNe Ia. We have checked by computing additional models that our main qualitative results do not depend on the precise value of tr used in the calculations (see below). The lifting contribution due to rotation has been included in the equation of motion in the hydrodynamic code; in particular, since we assume spherical symmetry, an average of the centrifugal force is employed, as described in Domínguez et al. (1996) and Piersanti et al. (2003b) . Since the explosion occurs on a very short timescale, the redistribution of angular momentum is inefficient, in that local conservation of angular momentum has been assumed. The number of shells has been increased from 300 (adopted in previous calculations, including Domínguez et al. 2005 ) to 1157 in order to obtain a better spatial resolution in the inner zones (where the ignition occurs), in the region where the transition to a detonation takes place, and in the external photospheric layers. In the computation, when the flame attains tr , the flame front is artificially accelerated through a few mass shells (typically 2-3 shells are enough) up to a large fraction of the sound speed. As a consequence of this acceleration, a detonation forms and propagates through the rest of the star. Detailed nucleosynthesis has been computed by postprocessing techniques ( Bravo et al. 1996) on about 700 isotopes in the nuclear network.
The main properties of the explosion models are summarized in Table 2 , where we report, from left to right, the total initial mass (col. Table 3 the total abundances (integrated along the whole structure) of the most important isotopes are given, in solar masses, for all the computed models. Only those nuclei with abundances greater than 10 À4 M are shown. In both tables, the STD model is also shown as a reference.
One of the most remarkable results is the formation of a compact remnant in those models with higher ignition densities. We discuss in detail the formation of such a remnant in a separate subsection. Here we simply note that since the mass extension of such a compact object is in the range 0.03-0.17 M ( [5]) are around 1.1 foe for all the models, with only a 10% variation. More massive models (those with higher binding energy) deliver a larger amount of nuclear energy due to a greater abundance of available fuel. Interestingly enough, the final kinetic energy is slightly higher ($5%) in the rotating model with M ¼ 1:39 M and bra ¼ 10 4 yr than in the corresponding nonrotating (STD) one. Such an occurrence can be explained by observing that in the rotating model the (M ) (1) Ni production. A higher binding energy implies that more energy should be employed to unbind the WD and that less is left for the expansion work; hence, the burning occurs at higher densities, thus favoring the production of Fe-peak elements, 56 Ni among them. On the other hand, higher central densities favor electron captures in the innermost regions, thus determining the production of more neutronized isotopes at the expense of 56 Ni. Note also that, in the latter case, 56 Ni is located far from center. The explosive nucleosynthesis and the distribution of isotopic abundances as a function of velocity are quite similar in all cases. For all of them, the unburned 12 C is less than 0.009 M ( Table 3 , row 1) and it is found at velocities greater than 21,000 km s À1 . Radioactive 56 Ni is found up to velocities of 14,000 km s À1 in all models, while the minimum velocity changes from 1000 km s
À1
(models without a remnant) to practically zero (models producing a remnant). In the context of the present one-dimensional models, this property could be checked by observing the profile of the [Fe ii] 1.644 m line. In fact, according to Höflich et al. (2004) , a flat-topped line would indicate the absence of radioactive material moving at low velocities. Hence, if a compact remnant had been formed, the line would not be flat-topped because in this case the radioactive material would cover the entire low-velocity range.
Concerning the isotopic abundances, the most important result is related to the production of neutron-rich species. In the models with higher ignition densities (!3 ; 10 9 g cm Ni, and 62 Ni. However, most of these isotopes remain trapped in the compact remnants. This point is discussed in x 3.1.
We want to stress that the abundances of various elements and their velocity distributions obtained for the various models are very similar, since tr has been fixed. In fact, this parameter determines the time of the expansion before the transition to a detonation could occur. Hence, the main differences among the various models are confined in the inner portion of the exploding objects, where the burning front propagates subsonically (deflagration).
Formation of a Remnant
The three models with ignition densities equal to or higher than 3 ; 10 9 g cm À3 leave remnants ( Table 2, col. [3] ). In the case of the two more massive models (M ¼ 1:48 M ) the remnant masses are equal to 0.17 and 0.11 M . In particular, after the explosion, in the bra ¼ 10 4 yr case, the inner 0.17 M remains bound, with a gravitational energy of À1:6 ; 10 48 ergs and an internal energy of 7 ; 10 47 ergs. We have verified that the formation of the remnant is neither a numerical artifact nor the result of a particular choice of the delayed detonation parameters. By computing additional models for the M ¼ 1:48 M , bra ¼ 10 4 yr case, we have checked the sensitivity of the final outcome to variations of both the transition density, tr , and the flame velocity during the deflagration phase, v def . By varying tr by 50% (from 8 ; 10 6 to 1:2 ; 10 7 g cm
À3
) we find that the mass of the hydrostatic remnant changes $10%. In order to check the sensitivity to v def we make two additional calculations. In the first one the conductive velocity was fixed to 10% of the sound velocity. In this case we find that a compact remnant is formed, although its mass extension, 0.07 M , is smaller than the one in our standard calculation. In the second calculation we adopted an even larger value of the flame velocities by applying the following prescription for v def :
with R 0 ¼ 10 8 cm. This prescription was originally proposed (with different numerical values) by Woosley (1986) to approximate the acceleration of the flame on a Rayleigh-Taylor timescale and has been extensively used. Adopting such an expression for v def results in the flame accelerating very rapidly, thus attaining asymptotically 30% of the sound velocity. In spite of this large velocity, we find once again that a remnant is produced with a mass of $0.06 M . Thus, the formation of a remnant in the more massive rotating WDs seems to be firmly established by our calculations.
A small remnant of 0.009 M forms also in the case of the 1.45 M ( bra ¼ 10 5 yr) model, a circumstance that suggests that the division between models leaving remnants and models not leaving remnants is not sharp. In principle, one could assume that due to the lifting effect of rotation, rotating models were more expanded and, as a consequence, would more easily become unbounded and be disrupted completely. On the other hand, rotating models have to contract to a higher level with respect to the standard one in order to attain the temperature for the full ignition of explosive carbon burning. According to our results, the formation of a remnant depends on three parameters:
Ignition density.-Determines the rate of electron captures; responsible for both the deleptonization of the incinerated core and the loss of a sizeable amount of its energy in the form of neutrinos.
Initial binding energy.-Determines the amount of mass to be incinerated and hence the evolution time before the WD could acquire enough energy and non-negligible velocities.
Total mass.-Its larger value implies a larger work of the incinerated core in order to expand.
The second and third parameters vary monotonically with ! rot , while the central density depends on it in a serendipitous way, due to the balance of two processes, the lifting effect, and the necessity of attaining the temperature for the thermal runaway to occur.
In Figure 1 we show the density profiles for all the computed models at $20 s after the explosion. It is clear that in some cases (those with higher explosive C-ignition densities) the central region remains at a higher density. Initially, all mass shells acquire positive (outward) velocities; then, after $2.5 s, the transition density is reached and a reverse shock develops, moving inward and slowing down the inner shells. Later on, the shock reaches the center and it is reversed again, pushing the shells in the outward direction. However, in models with high central densities, the outward velocities of the inner regions are smaller than the corresponding escape velocity, and these regions remain bound. In Figure 2 we show the evolution of the radius coordinate of some selected mass points as a function of time for the M ¼ 1:48 M , bra ¼ 10 5 yr model. The observed age-metallicity relation in the solar neighborhoods clearly suggests that SNe Ia have played an important role in determining the abundances of Fe-peak elements at the epoch of the solar system formation. In particular, based on models of Galactic chemical evolution, it can be argued that SNe Ia have produced $2/3 of the Fe-peak elements, the remaining 1/3 having been released by core collapse supernovae (see, e.g., Timmes et al. 1995) . If this is the case, the production factor of neutron-rich isotopes with respect to the solar value would be $1.5, which can be increased up to $3 if all the possible uncertainties are taken into account. Previous parameterized studies show that in order to fit this constraint, the ignition density in SNe Ia models has to be 2 ; 10 9 g cm À3 since, otherwise, the neutronized species synthesized during the explosion would be too abundant in the ejected matter (Bravo et al. 1993; Höflich & Khokhlov 1996; Woosley 1997; Iwamoto et al. 1999; Brachwitz et al. 2000 Brachwitz et al. , 2001 . In our models with ig ! 3 ; 10 9 g cm À3 this problem does not occur, since the newborn remnants contain most of the Fe-peak neutronized nuclei produced in the explosions so that the ejecta exhibits the ''right'' abundances of these isotopes (see Figs. 3 and 4) .
In Table 4 we show the production factor of the most abundant neutron-rich nuclei for the two more massive models, 1.48 M : nuclei (col. [1]), production factor in the whole structure (col. [2]), production factor in the remnant (col. [3]), production factor in the ejected matter (col. [4]), and in columns (5)- (7) the same quantities as in columns (2)- (4) are displayed, but for the higher bra . It may be noted that higher ignition density does not imply an excess of neutronized species in the ejecta (cols.
[4] and [7] ), but rather in the remnant (cols. [3] and [6] ). This situation is better illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 , where we report the isotopic abundances in the innermost zone of the exploded object. The same conclusions hold also for the test models we run in order to check the sensitivity of the final outcome on the parameters of the delayed detonation scheme. In fact, in such models the mass cutoff, marking the final mass extension of the stable remnant, is located at an electron mole number higher than Y e ¼ 0:48 mol g
À1
, while the Y e of the most problematic nuclei shown in Table 4 (   50   Ti,   54 Cr, and 64 Ni) is $0.44 mol g À1 . Thus, based on the previous considerations, the longstanding problem of the overproduction of neutron-rich isotopes in models with ignition density higher than 2 ; 10 9 g cm À3 is solved. Moreover, according to Woosley (1997) , models with ignition densities higher than 8 ; 10 9 g cm À3 undergo a collapse due to the rapid increase of the density behind the flame, which determines the occurrence of electron captures in the inner zones. This is not relevant in our case, since all the models discussed in the present work have ignition density smaller than this limit. We have not followed in detail the subsequent evolution of the remnant due to the many instabilities developed. We have only assumed that the structure is stable and allow it to evolve hydrostatically. The remnants are objects of less than 0.2 M composed of neutronized nuclei, with an effective gravity of the order of log g $ 4, central temperatures of $10 7 -10 8 K, and central densities of $10 3 -10 4 g cm
À3
.
After the explosion these objects evolve, cooling down very slowly compared to the SN Ia light curve; it can be estimated that during the first 100 days their bolometric magnitude decreases from À4.5 to À3.0, and their effective temperature decreases from 7 ; 10 4 to 5 ; 10 4 K. If blackbody emission is assumed, the spectrum would peak at the extreme UV wavelengths, $500 8.
LIGHT CURVES
Bolometric light curves have been computed by means of a one-dimensional hydrodynamic code described in Bravo et al. (1993 Bravo et al. ( , 1996 ; see also Falk & Arnett 1977) . The diffusion approximation is assumed, the contribution of lines to the opacity has been modified in order to include the expansion effects (Höflich et al. 1991) , and the energy deposited by the photons is treated as an absorption process (Sutherland & Wheeler 1984 ). This code is suitable for parameterized studies and accurate enough for our present purposes, i.e., the differential effects determined by rotation in the observational properties of SNe Ia. In particular, the obtained bolometric light curves during the premaximum and the maximum phases are in fairly good agreement with those computed by directly solving the radiative transfer equations in the hydrodynamical code (see Höflich et al. 1993) .
Rotation has been included as in the explosion code, by putting an average centrifugal force in the equation of motion and assuming local conservation of angular momentum. Note, however, that at this phase the effects of rotation are almost negligible, since, due to the very rapid expansion, the angular velocity drops to very low values.
We focus our attention on the differences of the maximum magnitude, which are determined mainly by the variation of radioactive 56 Ni mass synthesized and ejected during the explosion. In this regard it has to be noted that models with higher explosive ignition densities are more affected by electron captures, and hence the produced amount of 56 Ni is smaller. In Figure 5 we report the computed bolometric light curves. In each subset (with a fixed braking efficiency) the magnitude at maximum varies up to 0.09 mag; when all models are considered, the difference is up to 0.11 mag, À19.50 for the dimmer SN, and À19.61 for the brighter SN (see Table 2 , col. [7] ). These differences are comparable with the dispersion of the observed maximum decline-rate relation used to calibrate Type Ia SNe ($0.15 mag; see Jha 2002; Prieto et al. 2005 and references therein). The velocity of the photosphere (defined at an optical depth of 2/3) at the epoch of maximum light varies from 10,400 to 11,100 km s À1 (Table 2 , col.
[8]).
FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
Realistic initial models for the SN Ia progenitors have been obtained by computing in detail the evolution of the direct accretion of CO-rich matter onto a rotating CO WD up to the occurrence of the thermonuclear runaway. We stress that in the real world such a system can produce a SN Ia event only if the effects of rotation are taken into account (see the discussion in Piersanti et al. 2003b) .
We have computed the explosion of four rotating WD models with total masses ranging between 1.39 and 1.48 M , corresponding to nonrotating and rigid-rotating Chandrasekhar-mass limits, respectively. We have adopted two values for the characteristic braking timescale, namely, 10 4 and 10 5 yr. The ignition density varies by 46%, the binding energy by 22%, and the ejected mass by 11%.
The delayed detonation scenario has been assumed, and the same transition density has been used in all the explosive models. Due to the spread in the ignition densities and in the binding energies, electron captures affect the various models in different ways, determining variation in the 56 Ni mass synthesized during the explosion up to 10% (0.09 M ). This range in the 56 Ni mass translates into a difference at the maximum epoch of the light curve of 0.11 mag, a difference that is comparable to the dispersion in the maximum decline-rate relation employed to calibrate Type Ia SNe as standard candles for distance determinations ($0.15 mag).
Most of the considered rotating models ignite at densities lower than in the nonrotating case. Lower ignition densities are favored by rotation, low mass, and high braking efficiency. In some models (see Table 2 ) the ignition density is higher than $3 ; 10 9 g cm À3 ; in this case the production factors of neutronized nuclei relative to the solar system abundances are too high. However, in our model such isotopes remain trapped in a compact remnant so that the ejected matter is free of neutron-rich species. In this way, the longstanding problem of fixing the ''right'' ignition density is bypassed. Note that the various groups working in simulations of SNe Ia explosions treat the ignition density as a parameter, or obtain it tuning the accretion rate, without regard to a specific evolutionary scenario.
The final kinetic energies of rotating models with lower ignition densities (and fewer electron captures) are slightly higher compared to those models igniting at higher densities, the nonrotating case included. This may help solve the problem of low kinetic energies found in three-dimensional explosion simulations, although the differences obtained in our one-dimensional models are not significant ($5%).
It would be interesting to drop the assumption of instantaneous redistribution of angular momentum and to repeat the computation by including some redistribution laws for the angular momentum. According to extant numerical simulations ( Yoon & Langer 2005) , accreting WDs that rotate differentially can increase in mass up to $2 M or more, so it can be argued that the differences in the 56 Ni masses and hence in M bol increase, although the final result cannot be foreseen due to the complex interplay of rotational velocity, angular momentum losses, and total masses, which, in turn, determine the final outcome.
Our results do not question the acceleration of the expansion rate of the universe. However, to infer the nature of the dark energy, the statistical dispersion should be reduced. For this aim, a second parameter should be identified in the maximum decline relation; this could be achieved empirically, based on observations, or theoretically, based on models.
The numerical simulations presented in this paper have been performed in one dimension, so the results should be taken with Grevesse & Sauval (1998) has been adopted.
Fig.
5.-Bolometric light curves for the two sets of models, bra ¼ 10 5 yr (left panels) and bra ¼ 10caution. However, the effect of rotation on the physical properties of the WD structure at the ignition of the runaway has been firmly established. In particular, we show how a real WD, accreting matter in realistic physical conditions, responds to rotation and to angular momentum loss; we find that the ignition density, which is the key quantity in determining the properties of the explosion, depends on the total mass, the rotational velocity, and the braking efficiency. Moreover, it becomes clear, in spite of the same transition density assumed, that the final internal and gravitational energy gradients are important for the SN Ia properties. Maybe some of the present shortcomings of threedimensional simulations could be solved by taking into account the paths opened by evolutionary models that include rotation.
Finally, we would like to point out once more that in the context of the delayed detonation model, the transition density, which determines the duration of the pre-expansion phase, is the main factor in determining the amount of 56 Ni produced during the explosion and hence the luminosity at maximum. Since the nature of the transition to a detonation in an unconfined environment is still unknown, we have adopted the same transition density in all the models. We remark that the value of the transition density has to be related to the progenitor properties. For example, it may happen that the turbulent mixing of burned and unburned matter is favored (or not) for high rotational velocities. Recently, Kuhlen et al. (2006) have shown how rotation affects the carbon ignition phase in numerical three-dimensional simulations, extending the zone where the runaway would likely occur. However, current three-dimensional simulations are still far from a complete and successful explosion and even farther from being able to follow simultaneously all the relevant scales (Gamezo et al. 2003 (Gamezo et al. , 2005 Plewa et al. 2004; Garcia-Senz & Bravo 2005; Röpke & Hillenbrandt 2005) . In our feeling, the differences on the final outcome obtained by adopting a fixed transition density would be greater if a dependence of tr with the progenitor properties could be established. 
